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Abstract. A description is given of a technique for proving Ä1031 (= (101031- l)/9) a prime.

1. Introduction. The repunit numbers, numbers of the form Rn = (10" - l)/9,
have been of great interest to mathematical recreationists for many years. One rather
peculiar feature of these numbers is the apparent scarcity of primes among them.

Indeed, before the writing of this paper only R2, R19, R23, and Ä317 had been
identified as primes. In [16] a search for further primes of this form for all n < 2000
turned up only one further candidate for primality, Ä1031. Unfortunately, the
methods of primality testing available at the time were not adequate to prove Ä1031
a prime. Dubner has since conducted an extended search for repunit primes and, as
a result of this work, it is now known that the only possible repunit primes Rn for all
n < 10000 are the 5 numbers mentioned above. This made the resolution of the
question of the primality of Ä1031 of greater interest.
Since the publication of [16] a great deal of research has been devoted to the
problem of primality testing. The very important results of Adelman, Pomerance,
and Rumely [1] have been modified by Cohen and Lenstra [5] and have resulted in
the tests described by Cohen and Lenstra [6]. It is now possible to test the primality
of numbers of up to 200 digits in about 10 minutes of computer time. However, it
has been estimated that the application of these rapid, general purpose tests to the
problem of determining the primality of a number as large as Ä1031 might require
as many as several hundred hours of computer time.
Since the methods [5], [6] are somewhat complicated to program and would also
be rather time-consuming to run on Ä1031, even on a very fast machine, we decided

to make use of the earlier methods of Williams and Judd [13], [14]. The main
difficulty in using these techniques is that they are not general purpose methods and
require, in order to test a given N for primality, that we first obtain a sufficient
number of prime factors from among those which divide, N + 1, N2 + I, N2 + N
+ 1. Also, running the final tests can still be very time-consuming. In this paper we
describe how we overcame these difficulties and were able to prove Ä1031 a prime.
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2. The Strategy. Let N = Ä1031; we have
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Now (IO103- l)/9 is completely factored in [16] and the complete factorization of
10103+ 1 can be obtained from Brillhart et al. [4] and results of Atkin and Rickert

mentioned at the end of Williams [12]. Also (10515+ 1)/(10103+ 1) has 7211 • 9091
• 497491 • 569836171 • 2013681931as a factor and T = (10515- 1)/(10103 - 1) has
41 • 271 • 5905014721 as a factor (see [16]). With this information we have a
completely factored part F of N - 1, where F is approximately 2.73 X 10251.While
this represents a very large factor of yV- 1, it does not furnish us with sufficient
information for developing a proof that N is a prime.
Dubner and Dubner [7] have developed a special purpose microcomputer that
performs multiple-precision operations very quickly; in fact, this very small machine
is about as fast as IBM's latest mainframe. This device was used to search for more
factors of N - 1. By utilizing the techniques of Brent and Pollard [2], the factor

326345481191of T was found and an additional factor 2702394989404991
of T was
found by using the p — \ method described by Pollard [9]. These factors were
determined by the Dubner machine in a matter of a few minutes. With this
information we have N — 1 — FXCX,where Fx, the completely factored part of

N - 1, exceeds 2.40 X 10278.
Now the following theorem is well known and true for an arbitrary N (see, for

example, Brillhart, Lehmer, and Selfridge[3]).
Theorem.

If for each distinct prime q¡ which divides Fx, there exists an integer a¡

such that

(2.1)

gcd(a<"-1)/,?' - 1,7V) = 1

and

(2.2)

a,"-1^

1 (mod 7V),

then any prime divisor of N must have the form mFx + 1.

D

If N is a prime, the probability that (2.1) does not hold is about l/q¡. Thus, we
elected to try a single a value such that (a/N) = -1 (Jacobi symbol). This means
that (2.1) must hold if qi = 2 and N is a prime. We determine

b = aCi (mod/V).
Let Qi = Fx/q¡, where q¡ is a prime divisor of F. For each distinct q¡, we then
evaluate

ct = bQ- (mod/V).

We see that (2.1) and (2.2) hold if

gcd(c, - 1,N) = 1 and cf = 1 (mod/V).
Of course, if gcd(c, - 1, N) # 1 for some q¡, we would be compelled to try a
different value of a for that particular q¡.
By using only a single value of a (= 1) and our particular N value (Ä1031), we
were able to run these final tests (for the factors of Fx) and verify in about 18

minutes of AMDAHL 5850 CPU time that if p is a prime factor of N, then p = 1
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(mod Fx). All programming for the AMDAHL was done in FORTRAN with special
assembler language subroutines used for the multiprecise operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division.
It follows from this that if N is the product of three nontrivial factors fx, f2, f3,

then
N = (mxFx + l)(m2F2 + l)(w3F3 + l),

where/, = miFx + 1 and mi > 0 (/' = 1,2,3,). Hence,
mx + m2 + m3 = Cx (mod F,).

Let L be the remainder on dividing Cx by Fx. Since
mx + m2 + m3 > L,

we must have w, > L/3 for some /' e {1,2,3}. Thus, if N is the product of three
nontrivial factors, we must have jV > LFx/3. In fact, we found by evaluating L that

LFx3/3 > N;
hence N must be the product of at most two prime factors.
Lenstra [8] has shown that if we know that a factor f oí N must have the form
/ = ms + r, where s > /V1/3, then a fast algorithm, given in [8], can be used to find
/. Unfortunately, our value for Fx is much less than /V1/3; thus, we decided to search
for factors of/V+1, N2 + I, and N2 ± N + I. By using trial division, the p - 1
method, and Pollard's [10] Monte Carlo method, we found

N + 1 = 23 • 3 • 78869803 • C2 = F2C2,

N2 + 1 = 2 • 101 • 2184509• 134089273• 1124225381• Q = 2F4Q,
N2 + N + 1 = 7 • 13 • 193 • 54223873993• C, = F3C3,
N2 - N + I = 3 ■37 • 661 • 4236022699• C6 = 3F6Q.
Also, Cx, C2, C3, Q, C6, are composite integers. These new factors were also found
in a matter of a few minutes on the Dubner machine. We need

K'=(FXF2F,F4F6)/2>N^;

however, K' — 1A1 X 10341and /V1/3 = 2.23 X 10343; hence, we require one more
factor.
After using the Dubner machine to search each of Cx, C2, C3, C4, Q for another
factor (spending, on the average about 30 hours per C value), we still had found no
additional factor. As C6 was the last number to be tested and was still in the
machine, we simply allowed the machine to keep running on it. After using the

p - 1 method for 110 hours, the factor

7T= 2211993420324463
of Q was discovered. Replacing, F6 by irF6, we now have

K=(FxF2F,FAFb)/2>N'/\

Let 5 be any factor of K such that S > Nl/3 and let

Fi = gcd(S,Fi)

(i = 1,2,3,4,6).
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Once the final tests for the primes dividing S given in [3], [13], and [14] have been
executed (see Section 3 for a full description of these), we know that since N can be
the product of at most two primes, we must, if N is composite, have one of 6
possibilities for one of these primes p < N. (See Williams and Holte [15].)
By using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we first solve the system

x = 1 (modFj),

x=

-I (modF2)

for y. We then solve each of the 6 systems
(i) x = v (mod FXF2), x = N (mod F4F3F6) for rx;
(ii) x = v (mod FXF2), x = -N (mod F4), x = N (mod F3F6) for r2;
(iii) x = y (mod FXF2), x = N (modF4), x = 1 (modF3), x = -1 (modF6) for
(iv) x = y (mod FXF2), x = -N

(modF4), x = 1 (modF3), x = -1

(modF6)

for r4;

(v) x = y (mod FXF2), x = N (mod F4), x = -/V - 1 (mod F3), jc s —/V+ 1
(mod F6) for r5;
(vi) x = y (mod F^), x =■-N (mod F4), x = -/V - 1 (mod F3), x = -7V + 1
(mod F6) for r6.
If /V is composite, it must have a prime factor p such that /> = r, (mod 5) where

i e {1,2,3,4,5,6} and 5 >/V1/3.
We can now use Lenstra's algorithm to attempt to find p. The only difficulty
which arises in using this algorithm lies in the determination of whether or not there
are integer zeros of a quadratic polynomial X2 - AX + B when A and B are large.
But, since we usually do not expect to have such integral zeros, the best way to test
for this is to find a collection of small primes tx, t2, t3,...,tm such that ?, 1 S (in this
case) and determine for each i, its set of (t¡ - l)/2 quadratic nonresidues (modi,).
We need, then, only to test whether or not A = A2 - 4B = to a quadratic nonresidue of /, (mod t¡). Of course, if A is a quadratic residue for each ?,, then Newton's
method can be employed to determine whether or not A is truly a perfect square.
We found that with m = 15 this method worked very well.
We implemented Lenstra's algorithm on the AMDAHL 5850 and tested it
thoroughly on a large number of multiprecise composite numbers for which we knew

the form of the factors. This algorithm works surprisingly rapidly and when used on
the problem of finding a factor of Ä1031 required only 18 CPU seconds for each of

the 6 (S,/■,.)pairs.
3. The Final Tests. It remains to describe the final tests for the factors of S. We
have already performed these tests for the factors of Fx; hence, we need only
perform them for factors of F2, F3, F4, F6. As was done in [3], we give the final tests
for the factors of F2 in terms of Lucas Functions.
Let P, Q be integers such that gcd(F, Q) = I. Define the Lucas Functions by

V„(P,Q) = a" + ß",

Un(P,Q) = (a" - /?")/(« - ß),

where a, ß are the zeros of x2 - Px + Q. Put A = P2 - AQ.
Final Tests for the Factors of F2. Let D be a fixed integer such that the Jacobi
symbol (D/N) = -1. For each distinct prime g, such that q\F2, find a pair P, Q

such that D = P2 - 4Q,

gcd{N,UiN+X)/qi(P,Q)) = l,
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and
N\UN+X(P,Q).
In [3] it is shown how Um(P, Q) (mod N) can be computed rapidly, even when m
is large. However, when N is very large, these final tests as stated here may consume
more computer time than necessary. We describe below another means by which
these tests can be conducted.
We first note that from the definition of the Lucas Functions we can show that**

(3.1)

V2m= V2 - 2Qm,

(3-2)

V,n+2=V2nV2n + 2-Q2"V2,

(3-3)
V2 - AU2 = 4Q">,
(3.4)
Vm(V„,Q")=Vnm(P,Q).
If we define Wn= V2nQ~"(mod jV), we have
(3.5)

WX= P2Q-1 -2 (modN).

Also, from (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) we get
(3.6)

W2n=- W2-2(modN),

(3-7)

W2n+l= W„Wn+1- W1(modN),

(3.8)

A(i/2„Ö-")2-r„2-4(mod/V).

Since Wq = 2, we see from (3.5) and (3.6) that the value of W„ depends only on that
of Wx; hence, we may regard W„ to be a function of Wx and n only. When we do
this, we can use (3.4) to deduce
(3.9)

W„(Wm)=Wnm(Wx) (modN).

Let 3~m denote the pair {Wm, Wm+X},where each entry of ^m is reduced modulo

N. Let m = (b0,bx,b2,...,b¡)2
be the binary representation of m, and define
fx(x) = x2 - 2, f2(x, y) = xy - Wx. If we also define c0 = b0 = 1, cj+x = 2cj +
bj+v %~^cr
tnen ^t = ^m- By (3-6) and (3.7) we can easily deduce that if
^, = [x, y), then
{fi(x),f2(x,y)}
when6, +1 = 0,

{fi(x,y),fi(y)}

whenè,+1 = 1.

Thus, if we are given Wx, we now have a fast O(logw) algorithm for computing
Wm(Wx)= V2m(P, Q)Q~m (mod N), when Wx is given by (3.5).
We now give a different formulation of the final tests for the factors of F2. As
before, we let D be a fixed integer such that the Jacobi symbol (D/N) = -1. We

find P, Q such that P2 - 4Q = D (mod N) and we determine Wx by (3.5). Since Q
is usually small, the computation of Q'1 (mod N) can be done quickly. Compute

(3.10)

Wx*= WA(WX)(modW)

(A = (N + l)/2F2)

by using the algorithm given above. For each q\F2, put Q¡ = F-Jq^

(3.11)

X, m WQi(W?) (mod/V).

Note that X¡ = W(N+X)/2q¡(Wx)
(mod/V) by (3.9). Determine that

(3.12)

gcd(jT,2-4, /V) = l,

**When there is no doubt as to the arguments P, Q of Vn and U„, we will omit them.
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and for

(3.13)
(W^Xi)

Y^W^XÙ (modN)
=. W(N+X)/2(WX)(mod N)), that

(3.14)

N\Y2-4.

Since gcd( DQ, N) = 1, we see by (3.8) that this formulation of the final tests is
correct. If (3.12) should not be true for some prime q¡, then the tests would have to
be repeated with a different P, Q pair, but we would only test those <7/s for which
(3.12) failed to be true. Since the probability that (3.12) will not hold when N is a
prime is about \/q¡, this event is not very likely.

In fact, with F2 = F2/8, D = 21, P = 5, Q = 1, we found that N = «1031
passed these final tests in about 4 CPU minutes of AMDAHL time.
The ideas developed here for the final tests for the factors of F2 can be extended
to the relevant final tests for the factors of F4, F3, F6 given in [13] and [14]. For the
generalized Lehmer Functions defined in [11] we now define

Wjn^Vj2nQ-(modN),
&m = {wo,m- W\,m> ^o.m+i- w\,m+\)

wnen k = 2 (used when dealing with the

factors of F4), and 9~m- [W0m, WXm,WJm, W0m+V Whm+X,W2m+X)when k = 3
(used when dealing with the factors of F3 or F6). As before, the entries of 9~m are
reduced modulo N; also, for a given m, we put <Si= 5'e.

If we define
gx(x, y) = x2-

P2y2 - 2,

g2(x, y) = 2xy + Pxy2,

g3(x,y,z,w)

= xz - P2yw - Wox,

g4(x,y,z,w)

= yz + xw + Pxyw - Wxx
= (y + x)(z

+ w)-xz+(Px

- l)yw-

Wx_x,

then when k = 1, we have W00= 2, WXS)
= 1, Wox = +P2Q~l - 2, Wxx = PxQl
(mod N) and
w02n = gx(W^n,WxJ,
"0,2n+l

= #31 "0,n>

Wu2n = g2(W0,n,WxJ,

"l,n'

"0,n+l>

"l,n+l)i

Wl2n + l - 8ÁW0,n,Wx„, W0,tt+1,Whn+1) (mod N).

These forms can be easily verified by using the methods of [11] and the simple
results (analogous to (3.1) and (3.2)) that

v2n(P,Q)-vn(p,Q)-2Q",
v4n+2(p,Q)

= v2n+x(p,Q)v2n(P,Q)

- Q2nv2(p,Q).

Thus, if 'S, = {x, y, z, w}, then
^

= ( [gi(x,y),

g2(x,y),

\ [gÁ*,y,z,w),

g3(x,y,z,w),

g4(x,y,z,w),

g4(x,y,z,w))

gx(z,w),

g2(z,w)}

iîbl + x = 0,

if¿i+1 = l.

Also, if we write
rV,,n= W0,n(W^x,Wx„Px,P2),

lVx,„=WUn(W0d,W^x,Px,P2),

then
Wo.n,n= Wo.miWo^W^P^Pj,

WUmn =■ Whm( W0,„, W,n, Px, P2) (mod N ) .
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By noting that the Um in final test a (the final tests for the factors of F4) of [13] is
the same as VXm,we can reformulate test a here in an analogous manner to our
reformulation of the final tests for the factors of F2 given in [3]. We use the previous
value of D and select a fixed C value as described in [13]. We then select H, K and
compute Px, P2, Q by the formulas given in [13]. We compute Wox, Wxx (modN).
The test has the same structure of that for the factors of F2, but we replace (3.10) by
^0*1 - W0tA(W0i,Wl^PuP2)

(modN)

(A = (N2 + 1)/2F4),

rVx*x= rVxJW0„WXÀ, PX,P2) (mod N),

(3.11) by
*o, s W0,q,( »ft - ^1*1,Pi ,Pi ) (mod N ),

*i,/ - WhQ¡(WQ%
Wx%Px, P2) (mod JV),

(3.12)by
%cà(XXj,N) = 1 (if this does not occur, we must change the
(H,K) pair for q¡),

(3.13)by
Yx^WxJX0i,Xh„Px,P2)

(modN),

and (3.14) by
N\YUi.
Here, of course, q¡ \ F4 and Q¿ = F4/qr

Using this reformulation of test a with F4 = F4 and D = 21, C = 29, H —1,
K = 0, we found that /V passed these final tests in about 16 minutes of AMDAHL

CPU time.
If, when k = 3, we further define
hx(x, y,z)

= x2 + 2P3yz + PxP2z2 - 2,

h2(x,y,z)

= 2xy - 2P2yz +(P3 - PxP2)z2,

h3(x,y,z)

= y2 + 2zx + 2Pxyz +(P2

h4(x,y,z,u,v,w)

= xu + P3(y + z)(v + w) +(PX - P2P3)zw

-P3yvh5(x, y, z,u,v,w)

W0¿,

= (y + x)(u + v) - xu +(P2 — l)yv

-P2(z+y)(v
h6(x,y,z,u,v,w)

- P2)z2,

+ w) +(P3 - PXP2 + P2)zw - Wxx,

= (z + x)(u + w) - xu -(Px

+ {P2 -P2-Px-

- l)yv

l)zw + Px(y + z)(v + w)-

W2tl,

then we can show that for / = 0,1,2, we have
-y,.2n^hi+x(W^n,W^,W2J,
^,2n+i

s hí+4(W0<„,WitH,W2tn,W0<n+1,WUn+l,W2<H+l)

(modN).

Also, Wox= -2, Wu = 0, W2X= Q-1 (mod^V), and
Wt,mH- rVi¡m(W0in,Whn,W2¡n,Px,P2,P3) (mod/V).

Thus, we can reformulate the final tests (1) and (3) of [14] in a manner analogous to
our other reformulations.
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When we implemented these new revisions of tests (1) and (3), using a = 21,

b = l, h¡ = 1, k¡ = 1, /, = 0, G = 1 (for test (1)) and G = 1 (for test (3)) to
determine Px, P2, P3, Q as discussed in [14], we required 39 minutes of AMDAHL
CPU time to run each test. Here F3 = F3/7, F6 = F6. With Fx = Fx, S =
FXF2F3F4F6> TV1/3,we then ran Lenstra's test as described in Section 2. As we
found no nontrivial factor of TV,we now know that TVmust be a prime. This was

done in a total of 18 + 4 + 16 + 39 + 39 + 6(18/60) « 118 minutes of AMDAHL
time.
It might be argued here that even though only 2 hours of AMDAHL time was
needed to prove «1031 a prime, we still needed in excess of 200 hours of time on the
Dubner machine to find the final prime factor w which we needed in order to begin

our primality proof. In fact, because of the (unexpected) speed of Lenstra's algorithm, we could have proved Ä1031 a prime without this final factor. Had we used
slightly different parameters (select Q in the final tests for the factors of F2 such that
(Q/N) = —1; select a, b, for tests (1) and (3) such that P in [14] is not 7) in some
of our final tests, we could have put Fx = Fx, F2 = F2, F3 = F3, F4 = F4, F6 = F6/7r
and have S = K ', where K ' is defined in Section 2.
Had these tests been performed, we would know that if TVis composite, it must

have a prime factor p such that p = r, (modS), i e {1,2,3,4,5,6}. But for this
value of S we have
N1/3/S < 31
and 31 + S. Thus, if we use Lenstra's algorithm on the 6 X 30 pairs (S',r¡)

(i = 1,2,3,4,5,6), where 5' = 315, r¡ = r, (modS), and r/ ■ 1,2,3,.... 30
(mod 31), we could have demonstrated the primality of TVin an additional 29 X 6 X
18 CPU seconds or 53 extra CPU minutes. Nevertheless, we prefer the proof given
here as it is more succinct. We do, however, wish to recommend highly the
implementation of Lenstra's algorithm in any general or special purpose primality
testing routine where its use is relevant. It is very easy to program, executes rapidly,
and saves a great deal of time that might otherwise have to be spent on computationally more expensive final tests.
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